Degrees of
Freedom to a

CAREER
By Desiree R. Lindbom-Cho

A

s we grow older, our friends’ children do as
well. I recently realized that kids who are
still toddling about in diapers in my mind are
actually on the hunt for post-secondary life
options whether that means obtaining a two
or four year degree, working to earn money for school, or
some combination of both of these options. Small talk with
these families entails their son or daughter’s desired topchoice schools, tolerated back-ups, and decisions about
future career options.
The elephant in the room that rarely is mentioned,
however, is that college degrees are just one step in the
career process. Once gainfully employed, the Bureau
for Labor Statistics (BLS) states that, on average, those
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born between 1957 to 1964 have
held about 11 different jobs during
their adult lives. Within these
job changes, there are sure to be
career changes—some researchers
believe that there could be as many
as seven career changes over a
person’s working lifetime.
The BLS, however, cautions that
national studies tracking career
change do not exist for the simple
reason that describing what constitutes a “career change” is difficult
and elusive to define. For instance,
has someone who was a newspaper
reporter but later becomes a news
anchor on television changed
careers or not? If an educator starts
in the public schools but later
moves into privatized education
realms, could that be viewed as a
career change? Ask 10 different
people, and you’ll probably get 10
different answers.

via different video conferencing
platforms, instant messaging systems,
and the like. Students and instructors
may also interact asynchronously
with one another. In such situations,
students can respond to instructors
via online posts or sending in correspondence by snail mail.

Thus, the obvious advantage
provided by distance/online
programs is the flexibility in time
management. Learners who are
working have the opportunity to
earn a new degree without quitting
their current jobs, affording them
the ability to continue to support

Distance/Online Learning
As an Option

Regardless of the difficulties in
having a definitive definition for
the idea of career change, it does
happen, and, often, non-traditional
students who are earning a second
degree or even a first degree later
in life turn to distance education programs to obtain their
credentials.
According to the Distance Education Accrediting Commission
(DEAC), “Distance education is a
process of instruction and learning that occurs when a student
and instructor are not in the same
location.” Such a process takes
advantage of the modern world in
which we live because technology
abounds. The internet, videos
online or on DVDs and CDs, and
telecommunication platforms help
facilitate learning. Thus, online
programs are just one branch of
distance education. Hybrid or
blended degrees also exist and
consist of some combination of
distance/online credit along with
more traditional classes taught in
person.
Regardless of whether programs are hybrids or fully online,
distance education may be done
synchronously in real time with the
students and instructors meeting
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themselves and, often, their families.
In many instances, employers may
even encourage online learning for
staff development and continuing
education credits as travel expenses
and time spent in transit can be
completely eliminated.
Even traditional students who
are seeking post-secondary education options may begin in an online
program and transfer credits to a
brick and mortar institution later.
Like their older-aged online classmates, they are able to work and
thereby save money toward tuition,
books, and other expenses. Younger
online students may also opt to live
with their parents past high school
graduation. This gives them the
ability to save money for more expensive four-year institutions, foregoing
spending funds on room and board.
Research shows online learning is
also important to those in rural areas
who may or may not be in close proximity to a brick and mortar institution.
Having the ability to learn from home
means students only need a good internet connection and can save money
on boarding and transportation costs.
Even advanced high school students
who are not near a community college
or state school can get a jump-start
on their college education through an
online class.
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Distance and online
degrees, however, are
not an automatic black
mark against a job seeker,
especially when it comes
to the name value of the
institution where the
degree was earned....
Flagship state schools and
regional university name
brands carry weight with
employers.
My own mother fits almost all of
these qualifiers: she was a non-traditional student who aimed for a career
change in a rural area of the country.
She was able to earn a bachelor’s
degree in business administration in
the early 2000s through a distance

education program at the University
of Wisconsin. While working at her
full-time job, she satisfied college
requirements via snail mail, email,
and other online platforms. She
found the experience so fulfilling
that she later obtained her master’s
degree through distance education
programming as well.
While you may know someone
who has taken online courses or you
yourself may have earned an online
degree, how are varying degrees
viewed today? Do human resources
(HR) departments view those with a
brick and mortar degree differently
than they do those who earned an
online degree? Does a diploma
from an Ivy League institution
really mean more than the local
state school whether it was earned
while the student was physically on
campus or not?

Distance/Online Concerns

Research done through Rutgers
University shows that some stigma
may still exist surrounding online
programs. Employers sometimes
worry that an online program
cannot deliver the same amount of
rigor to their classes that in-person
courses can. In addition, there is
a concern that online programs
may face an increase in academic

dishonesty. Our own acquaintances
sometimes perpetuate this issue. I
myself have witnessed polite dinner
conversation that included a wife
claiming to complete online discussion questions for her husband’s
continuing education credits while
laughing off any notion of academic
integrity.
Indeed, research further shows
that employers are concerned with
the lack of face-to-face interactions
online programs are able to provide.
The very term “online degree” is
sometimes associated with the idea of
a diploma mill where students engage

Dr. Leah Katherine Saal

A Professor’s Perspective

D

r. Leah Katherine Saal is an assistant professor at Loyola University
Maryland in Baltimore and an expert in adult literacy with an interest in
so-called “new literacies,” which encompass all of the ways adults use digital
technology in conjunction with literacy for authentic purposes.
Lindbom-Cho: Tell me what you think of when you hear the words “online
learning.”
Saal: I think of Malcolm Knowles, an expert in adult learning, and his
assumptions about adult learners and how they differ from children when
learning: 1) adults need to be self-directed in their learning experience; 2)
providing adults with experiences that include the opportunity to make
mistakes is central to their learning; 3) adults are interested in learning when
topics and lessons have immediate relevance to their own lives; and 4) adults
learn best when a task is problem-focused versus task-focused.
So, first, online learning gives adults who have busy lives time and space to
plan and evaluate their learning. Secondly, there are multiple ways to learn and
interact with the [educational] content, fulfilling Knowles’ second principle. Also,
online courses are often taken as prerequisites to a desired degree or to further
one’s career, so they are indeed relevant to a learner’s life while simultaneously
teaching technical skills. Lastly, because online learning often has asynchronous
components to it, learners can take time to work through a problem in a
meaningful way.
L-C: So how do you facilitate the integrity of online learning in your hybrid
classes?
S: First, I hold students to high levels of creative and critical thinking by giving
them opportunities to apply their background experiences to course content.
Second, I incorporate a strong blend of synchronous and asynchronous
technologies, allowing students to collaborate and utilize multiple platforms so
that they can learn to excel in the 21st Century workplace and beyond. 
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in a minimum amount of work for a
hefty fee to receive a piece of paper
touting credentials that may not
actually benefit them in their own
field or any other.

The Online Advantage

Distance and online degrees,
however, are not an automatic black
mark against a job seeker, especially
when it comes to the name value of
the institution where the degree was
earned. For instance, a potential employee who earned a degree online
from the Harvard University Extension School or Columbia—which
both offer some degrees online—may
be viewed more favorably than
someone who claims a degree from
an unknown diploma mill university
or even a lesser-known brick and
mortar institution. Flagship state
schools and regional university
name brands carry weight with
employers.
Karen Pedersen is the chief
knowledge officer of Online Learning Consortium, an organization
devoted to advancing quality online
learning through professional development, instruction, and promotion
of best practices. She agrees that
name value matters and that some of
the stigma associated with distance/
online learning is dissipating simply
because well-known universities
are offering such courses: “Online
higher education has become
more mainstream. There are far
more institutions offering blended
coursework.”
Additionally, research by Public
Agenda, a nonprofit, nonpartisan
organization that analyzes a variety
of social issues, has shown that
although brick and mortar degrees
may often be favored by employers, online degrees can also be of
value. In fact, employers are often
impressed with those who earned
a degree while balancing other
work-life commitments due to their
dedication and time management
skills.
Linda James, owner and
manager of Quality Personnel, a
recruitment staffing agency just
outside of Dallas, agrees with the
research. She claims that in over 29
years of operation, she has never
had an HR department request

people based on only their degree.
Instead, employers are more
concerned with overall work ethic:
“If someone went to school all day
and went to wash dishes at night,
that shows something about them.”
Pederson further notes that
many HR departments rely on
continuing education credits and
professional development that is
housed online. “When a person has
experienced [online classes] for
themselves, they understand the
quality an online class is capable of
having.”

based on best practices in online
learning that institutions can use
to evaluate or begin a program. She
also notes that the academic community is working hard to ensure
excellence: faculty are networking
within their fields for support,
brick and mortar institutions with

online programs often have support
centers on campus, and vendors are
creating resources that can help
professors.

Fields of Expertise

While certain fields and/or degree
levels (bachelor’s versus master’s

Program Quality

Yet concerns with online
learning still persist, and proper accreditation has become important.
According to the U.S. Department
of Education, “Accreditation in
the United States is a voluntary,
nongovernmental process, in which
an institution and its programs are
evaluated against standards for
measuring quality.” Although the
federal government itself does not
grant accreditation to institutions
and/or programs, they do have
a list of approved regional and
national accrediting agencies on
their website at www.ed.gov.
Such a list can come in useful,
as varying agencies may use
different processes for approving
of a school’s program(s). Finding
out about an accrediting agency’s
requirements can help employers
gauge a program’s rigor. For
instance, agencies may do on-site
visits, inspections, evaluations,
and collect other data to analyze a
program’s quality.
In addition, the Institute of
Education Sciences has a tool at
the National Center for Education
Statistics website called the College
Navigator. With it, employers,
students, and the public at large
can search for schools and then
gather a variety of statistics about
an institution of interest. Tuition
fees, retention and graduation
rates, programs, and, of particular
interest to those with hiring power,
accreditations, are just some of the
pieces of information included.
Pederson agrees that quality
is important and touts her company’s Quality Score Card, a tool
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versus doctorate) might lend
themselves better to online learning
than others, Pederson notes that
employers are more concerned
that their employees have a quality
education. Technology is advancing,
and she says, “If a faculty [member]
has a vision…it’s possible to do.”
When I asked Pederson if this
could really be true for all fields,
she noted that much is being done
to teach students at all levels.
Advanced classes in the hard sciences may include simulations that
students can complete for lab work.
Speech classes include platforms for
students to record and post their
work for professors and classmates
to critique.
Pederson did concede, however,
that certain fields do require
hands-on, practicum experiences.

Internships were key
credentials for
those gaining employment,
and employers noted
that soft skills
such as communication
skills in written and
oral venues, adaptability,
decision-making, and
managing priorities are
some of the most valuable
qualifications
job candidates
can have.
She noted that some fields, such as
health and education professions,
necessitate human interaction and
cannot ever be done 100 percent
online. Instead, she notes that
blended or hybrid programs exist
to ensure students meet proper
requirements at every step of their
education.

Qualifications Count

But program quality and accreditation matters are not the only
traits employers are concerned
with when hiring. Overall candidate quality is essential. In fact, a
study conducted by The Chronicle

of Higher Education and American
Public Media’s Marketplace found
that employers, no matter what
industry they are from, are often
more concerned with a student’s
experiences during school rather
than just his or her academic
record. James agrees, noting that
drug and background checks are
helpful first steps but that experience, work ethic, and grade point
averages (GPAs) tell her much
more about a job candidate than
the type of degree they have.
The study from The Chronicle
and Marketplace also found that
even extracurricular activities
such as professional clubs and
service carry more weight than
college coursework. Internships
were key credentials for those
gaining employment, and employers noted that soft skills such as
communication skills in written
and oral venues, adaptability,
decision-making, and managing
priorities are some of the most
valuable qualifications job candidates can have.
Thus, when it comes to hiring
the right person for the job,
should an employer be worried
about where a candidate’s degree
comes from? While academic
credentialing clearly holds some
degree of importance—pun
intended—the entire character of
an employee must be analyzed.
Consider all of a potential
employee’s experiences, his/
her desire to work within your
company’s culture, as well as his/
her academic credentials. While
accreditation and program quality
are important to HR departments
and those with hiring power, they
are clearly not the end all, be all
for any company out there.
This is good news for all my
friends’ children who are lamenting
their second-string acceptance
letters and first-string rejection
notices. N

Desiree R. Lindbom-Cho is an educator
with over 10 years of experience. She is
a self-employed educational consultant,
editor, and free-lance writer from her
home in Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
Contact her at desireecho@gmail.com.
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